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It is so amazing to witness everything that has happened to me... It is 

something beyond miraculous... All the things people usually spend a 

lifetime trying to find… To feel… To live… From the smallest… Simplest 

details… To the greatest things… All of them have come to me without me 

even trying to find them or looking for them…  

  

Could it be that this saying I have heard so many times during the 

past few years… That of "it is all inside of you" … Is true? … Could it be 

that one doesn't actually have to go anywhere to find all the Joy… The 

blessings… The miracles in life? …  

  

It has to be true because… Honestly… I have not done anything to 

try to find anything… It all has shown to me… It all has "appeared" as if by 

magic…  

  

Now that I have spent over two years "going through this" … I find it 

to be the most normal thing in the world… Somehow I kind of expect it… 

And this is a miracle all in itself because I had spent the first 42 years of my 

life being the most "fatalistic" … Fearful… Low-deserving… Low self-

esteemed person you could ever meet…  

  

Now… After having been very used to this "magic" for the past two 

years… And realizing that now all this "magic" is the most normal thing in 

the world to me…  

  

Now… When I spend more than a few seconds thinking about it… 

When I start to realize about the magnitude and depth of all of this… And 

start to think about how difficult (rare) it is that these things actually 

happen… And then… The longer I think about it that way… The more I 

start to wonder why are these things happening to me so easily… And… 

"Who am I" to deserve all of this… And then I quickly feel that if I continue 

letting my thoughts go in that direction… I easily end up in the same low 



self-esteem… Lack of self-worth… Etc… All of that negativity that used to 

be the main trait of my personality before… And yes… It has been a very 

gradual process… And I see that before I used to easily end up in that low-

deserving trap…  

  

Oh but now.... Now I gradually have been able to catch myself 

faster… And have been able to pull myself out of it sooner… To the point 

that now it is very uncomfortable to feel that type of negativity in me… Even 

for a few seconds… Now it is much easier… And much more natural for 

me… To expect all kinds of blessings to happen inside of me and around 

me all the time :) …  

  

I guess the fact that I had lived my life in lack of self-appreciation… 

Self-love… And self-worth… I have not thought I actually deserved much… 

Instead, I have just stumbled through life… Realizing about the things I did 

not like… And moving on from there to something else… Realizing how 

much I did not want that either… And then moving on to something else… 

And to something else… So I became an expert at "the things I did not like 

or did not want to experience" … I became an expert at not wanting 

anything… At thinking that I did not deserve anything… At thinking that I 

needed to train myself to not want anything... So then I would not feel 

disappointed about anything…  

  

And then little but surely I became numb… My mind became numb… 

My feelings became numb… My body became almost paralyzed… My 

emotions became an obscure abyss in which I buried every thought… 

Every idea… Every dream… And the worst… I became so used to it! …  

  

So much so that I got to the point of not even realizing that this was 

not normal at all… That it did not have to be that way… I got to the point of 

thinking at first… And being very convinced as the years went by… That 

there was nothing in this world for me… Not understanding the meaning of 

anything… Not finding sense or purpose in anything… Especially in me…  



 

          All the first 42 years of my life went like this… I realized that I did not 

like THAT (whatever THAT was)... And moved on from there to something 

else… And every time what I was moving to was something less liked by 

me… And less wanted… And less appealing… And my life was somewhat 

of a slowly-but-surely-down-the-hill-ride year after year… Day after day… 

Minute after minute… Everything… My studies… My career… My 

relationships… My self-worth… My body weight… My body image… My 

blood pressure… My personality… My emotions… Etc… Etc… Everything 

in my life went down that same path…  

  

And I could not understand… And no one at least somewhat close to 

me could understand… WHY????? … Why someone like me?????? … 

Why someone with such loving family… Loving friends… Loving 

teachers… “Beautiful life”? … Why someone so smart… So intelligent… 

And yes… Even so pretty? … Why me… Having "everything in the world?" 

… Why other people… Who lived in real tough situations… Seemed to be 

so happy??? … And… Here I was… Following this unstoppable down-the-

hill journey… WHY?????? 

  

Something very powerful happened to me one day in January of 

201X… That "something" caused… Or… Better yet… Helped me to at least 

stop… No… It would be much more accurate to say… “Somewhat slow 

down” … The down-the-hill motion of my life… The lack of direction in my 

life… The low self-esteem… At least it helped me to somehow realize that I 

could hit the brake pedal to slow down that kind of motion… To bring that 

negative motion to a lower speed… To at least be able to realize… To 

assess… How delicate my situation was… To slow down and actually be 

able to look around with a little bit less blurriness… To slow down and at 

least be sometimes able to breathe in a meaningful way… To slow down 

and be able to realize how fast my thoughts were constantly going down 

that negative path… To slow down and start sometimes… Even if only for a 

matter of seconds… To just BE… Yes… To just BE…  

  



At that time I suddenly realized how exhausted I was… How 

exhausted my body was… How exhausted my mind was… How exhausted 

my feelings were… How exhausted my Soul and my Spirit were... How 

much confusion there was in my Being… How much lack of understanding 

there was in my Being… How many contradictions had accumulated in my 

Being throughout the first 42 years of my life…  

  

I... Somehow… Do not even know how… Reached somewhat of a 

plateau after that… A "plateau" that should not be called "that" because it 

was not peaceful or stable at all… It was a “plateau” just on the surface… 

But in the inside there was a combination of constant avalanches… 

Tsunamis… Earthquakes… Volcanoes… Tornadoes… Hurricanes… And 

everything else imaginable along those lines :) …  

  

The intense… Confusing… Unbearable energies started within 

myself… The intense "going within" started to happen inside of me… The 

intense and unstoppable impulses to reflect and remember and re-assess 

my life started to happen inside of me… The intense writings started to 

build up inside of me… To the point that I had to give up every time… Stop 

everything I had to do… And just write… And write… And write…  

  

Intense feelings started to increase exponentially inside of me… 

Many feelings that I had never even experienced before or imagined that 

existed… All of this made me feel and realize that my life… My whole life… 

Had been a total contradiction up to that point… A total lack of direction up 

to that point… A total confusion up to that point… Full of things that I had 

wanted at some point… And then gave up on them because of my lack of 

direction… My lack of knowing how worthy I am… My lack of Love…  

  

I am delighted at the way I have been feeling after that… And I am 

even more delighted to realize that this beautiful state of Being has lasted 

pretty steadily all this time… I have experienced a slowly-but-surely-up-the-

hill-motion in my life now… This is so calming… So relieving!!! … So much 

so that I want it to last forever and ever!!! …  



  

I can tell you… There hasn’t been a time in my life where I have felt 

like this… It is a feeling… So beautiful and so strange at the same time… A 

feeling that something inside of me is moving up up up and bubbling… Like 

a hot spring… But sometimes… Many times… Instead of “that something” 

moving up and up… Slowly bubbling from inside of me… It shoots out like 

a geyser… It would probably be more accurate to describe it as a "bubbling 

geyser" … Yes… That is actually perfect for how I have felt these past 

couple of years of my life :) …  

  

But… Wait a minute!!! … What is “that something” that moves like a 

“bubbling geyser” from inside of me??? … What is it? … At first I felt it was 

like a “foreign object” … Something that “was placed” inside of me all of a 

sudden… And was finding its way out…  

  

But as the days… The months… Even the years went by… As I 

embraced this process more and more… As I embraced it like my last 

resort… As I was able to sense… To truly feel what was happening inside 

of me… In all that process I realized that it was not a “foreign object” … 

That nothing was placed inside of me… That it all had been there all 

along… It was parts of me that were emerging like a “bubbling geyser” … It 

was Me… It was My Being… My True Self… What a lovely… Delightful… 

What a magical experience!!!!!! 

  

One day… Reading some of the writings that I had started… So 

many of them! … To see which one I wanted to continue… I suddenly 

realized that the first 42 years of my life I have had it all backwards…  

  

Yes… I innately did not like conflict… And I always had the tendency 

to just let things happen… And when something displeasing happened to 

me… Or when some wrongdoing was done to me… I basically let it all be… 

Without fighting back or anything…  

  



And yes… I now realize that it was probably the best thing to do 

because going against things just basically adds more fuel to the fire, per 

se… But I never realized that this was happening because something 

inside of me was "causing" it…  

  

So instead of being able to remediate the situation… And do 

something so it would not happen again… Event after event… Action after 

action… I just took more and more on a path of less and less self-

worthiness… As if for some reason I deserved all these "negative" things 

happening to me…  

  

And moment after moment… Year after year… More and more lack 

of self-esteem… More and more lack of self-love… Going down this hill that 

became steeper and steeper every time… In every area of my life… And 

the hill got steeper because the increase of those negative feelings toward 

myself grew deeper and deeper as the years and the experiences passed 

by…  

  

∞ ∞ ∞ 

 

Chapter 2-- ENERGIES In My Body 

 

It is very curious to me to remember that I was always a very 

indecisive person… Very insecure… Always needing support from others… 

Always calling everyone so I wouldn't feel alone… Looking for protection… 

For understanding… Always asking others before I could make any 

decision… Even if a very small decision… Asking anyone around me… 

Especially my closest family members and friends… I was famous for 

that… Everyone… Including me… Were all so used to that… So much so 

that we accepted it as the most normal thing in the world…  

 


